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Licence 
This manual is © 2008-18, Simon Andrews. 

 

This manual is distributed under the creative commons Attribution-Non-Commercial-Share Alike 2.0 licence.  

This means that you are free: 

 

 to copy, distribute, display, and perform the work 

 

 to make derivative works 

 

Under the following conditions: 

 

 Attribution. You must give the original author credit. 

 

 Non-Commercial. You may not use this work for commercial purposes. 

 

 Share Alike. If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may distribute the resulting work only 

under a licence identical to this one. 

 

Please note that: 

 

 For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to others the licence terms of this work. 

 Any of these conditions can be waived if you get permission from the copyright holder. 

 Nothing in this license impairs or restricts the author's moral rights. 

 

Full details of this licence can be found at  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/uk/legalcode 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/uk/legalcode
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Introduction 
High throughput sequencing machines have changed the way we have to think about the analysis of sequencing 

data.  They have the ability to generate tens of millions of sequence reads in a single run, containing hundreds 

of millions of bases of sequence.  Traditional sequence analysis packages were completely unsuited to handling 

this kind of data and we must therefore use programs which are designed with high-throughput sequencing in 

mind. 

 

Because high throughput sequencing is a very generic technology it can be applied to many different kinds of 

experiments and as such there isn't going to be a generic analysis application which will cover all types of 

experiment.  In this course we will concentrate on a common class of experiments where sequence reads are 

mapped against an annotated genome and the distribution of the mapped fragments is then analysed.  This sort 

of workflow would normally be associated with ChIP-Seq experiments, but works equally well with expression 

measurement, detection of genomic indels and many other experiment scenarios.  This course will not cover 

experiments where novel SNPs are being sought, or experiments attempting to generate novel assembled 

sequence since these will require a very different set of software. 

 

SeqMonk is a program developed at the Babraham Institute which was designed to help with the analysis of 

mapped sequencing data.  It was designed when the first high-throughput sequencing data sets started to 

appear – but can work with any mapped dataset, whatever its source.  It combines an annotated genome viewer 

with a data viewer allowing you to visualise your data against an annotated genome.  It also provides tools for 

quantitating and filtering your data to allow you to find regions of interest.  The program provides an environment 

in which you can easily explore your data and try out a number of different analyses in real time on normal 

desktop PC hardware. 
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Installing and Configuring SeqMonk 
SeqMonk is free software.  It is released under the GPL v3.  As such it can be obtained at no cost from: 

http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/seqmonk/ 

 

You can also use this address to access all of the documentation for the program as well as an example data 

set. 

 

If you want to have a look at the SeqMonk source code then this can be found on GitHub at https://github.com/s-

andrews/SeqMonk. 

 

Installing the software 
A full guide to installing SeqMonk can be found on the downloads page of the project web site, but a summary 

of the install procedure for all supported platforms is below. 

 

Windows 

To install the windows version of SeqMonk simply download the .zip file 

from the address above and extract its content into a folder. To run the 

program, you can double click on the seqmonk.exe file.  You may find it 

more convenient to create a shortcut to this file on your desktop.  If you do 

this there are a couple of other options which you can set on the shortcut: 

 

In the Run section you change the option to say "Minimised" then you won't 

see the black and white command window which runs the program (and 

which you don't need).  You can also press the "Change Icon" button to find 

a proper SeqMonk icon which you should find in the SeqMonk install folder. 

 

SeqMonk is a java program so you will need to have a java runtime 

environment installed on your machine.  If you don't have one of these you 

can download one from http://www.java.com.  You should be able to use 

any version of java from 1.6 onwards to run SeqMonk but it’s a good idea 

to always use the latest released version.  If you’re using a 64-bit version of windows make sure you get the 64-

bit version of java too.  This may not be the one you’re sent to by default and you may need to look at the “all 

downloads” section of the java.com website. 

 

Max OSX 

The Mac version of the program comes as a compressed DMG image.  This should be expanded for you 

automatically when you download it.  To install SeqMonk all you need to do is drag the application into your 

Applications folder or another folder to which you have write access.  The OSX version of SeqMonk also relies 

on an installation of java to work.  Specifically, you need to install the 64-bit java development kit (JDK), not just 

the standard runtime environment (JRE). 

 

Linux 

To install on Linux, you can use the same zip file distribution as for Windows.  Expand this into a suitable 

directory.  You can then use the 'SeqMonk' wrapper script to launch the program.  Again you will need java to 

be installed on your system for the program to work.  If you want to be able to launch SeqMonk without specifying 

a full path to the launcher then you can either include the SeqMonk folder in your PATH, or you can symlink 

(NOT move or copy) the launcher into a directory such as /usr/local/bin/ which is already in your PATH. 

 

http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/seqmonk/
https://github.com/s-andrews/SeqMonk
https://github.com/s-andrews/SeqMonk
http://www.java.com/
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Configuring SeqMonk 

Initial Configuration 

The very first time you run SeqMonk on a machine there are a couple of things you need to set up.  To try to 

make this process as painless as possible the program will guide you through this initial setup.  When you first 

run the program you will see the screen below appear: 

 

 
 

This screen will configure two folder settings for you.  One is a cache folder where SeqMonk will write temporary 

data whilst it is running.  Nothing is permanently stored in this directory so it doesn’t need to be backed up, but 

the volume of data written and read from here can be quite large so you want this folder to be a on a local disk 

(as opposed to a network drive). 

 

The second folder is a genomes folder which is where SeqMonk will cache copies of the genome annotations 

for the species and assemblies you are working with.  This data will persist on your machine but is just a copy 

of data on the SeqMonk servers so it doesn’t matter if it gets lost. 

 

By default the program will create directories in your home directory for these two locations, but if you want to 

put them somewhere else you can use the “Browse” buttons to select an alternative location.  If you later want 

to change these settings you can go to Edit > Preferences to change them. 

 

One this initial setup is complete you will see the standard welcome screen which is shown every time SeqMonk 

is started.  This will show some basic information about the install including which version you’re running (and 

if there is an update) – whether there are updates to your installed genomes, and whether you have correctly 

configured a link to R. 
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Linking to R 

For some of the statistical and analytical functionality SeqMonk uses a link to a locally installed copy of R to help 

with the analysis.  Creating a link to an R installation is optional and most of SeqMonk will work without it, but 

you won’t be able to use the filters or views which require an R installation to work. 

 

When you first start SeqMonk it will look to see if it can automatically detect an R installation to use, and whether 

that installation has all of the packages installed with SeqMonk requires.  If no R install is immediately found you 

can press the “Detect R” button to find it.  The program may find it automatically and will offer to use what it 

found, or you can manually select the folder which contains your R executable. 

 

Once you R installation is set up you many need to install additional R packages which SeqMonk requires.  

Again SeqMonk will test this automatically when it starts (it takes a few seconds to complete), but if packages 

are missing then you will have a button which says “Install R dependencies” which you can push to install 

everything SeqMonk requires. 

 

HTTP Proxy Server 

SeqMonk needs to be able to access the internet in order to download genome annotation data and check for 

updates.  If you have a direct connection to the internet, then this will just work.  Some sites though force all 

internet traffic to pass through a proxy server.  If you have one of these on your network, you will need to let 

SeqMonk know where it is.  To do this run the SeqMonk program and go to Edit > Preferences and click on the 

"Network" tab.  You can then enter the address of your proxy server and the port it uses.  If you don't have a 

proxy server then just leave the address field blank. 
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Starting a project and Importing Data 
Once you have SeqMonk installed you can create a project and start importing your data. 

 

Creating a new Project 
Before you can bring in any data you need to create a new project.  The basis for a SeqMonk project is an 

annotated genome assembly.  The genome assembly you use MUST be the same version that your sequencing 

data was mapped to.  If you use the wrong assembly, then any analysis you do will not be valid.  If you’re not 

sure which assembly your data was mapped to then you should go back and check before going any further. 

 

To create a new project, select File > New Project.  You will then see a list of all of the genomes you currently 

have installed on your system.  If this is the first project you've created, then this list will be empty. 

 

If the genome you want to work with is listed, then you can select it and press OK.  If it isn't listed, then you will 

need to import a genome into the program. 

 

Importing Genomes 

SeqMonk can access a large selection of pre-built genome annotations.  To see the current list of available 

genomes, press the "Import Genome From Server" button on the New Project dialog, SeqMonk will then connect 

to the internet and pull down the list of available genomes. 

 

As you can see, the list of genomes is divided alphabetically, and then 

split by species. Within each species are one or more genome 

assemblies and for some assemblies there will be different annotation 

versions.  You can select the assembly you want to use and press 

"Download" this will import the genome onto your machine, and it will 

then appear on your list of installed genomes when you go to create a 

new project. 

 

If you don't see the list of available genomes this is normally because 

SeqMonk had a problem connecting to the internet.  Check your 

internet connection is working, and if it is check that your proxy settings 

are correct (see the configuration section in the previous chapter). 

 

All core SeqMonk genomes use data taken from the Ensembl project (www.ensembl.org).  If you need to know 

which version of the Ensembl annotation was used for a given assembly, then the date shown in the import 

dialog will tell you the date on which the genome was processed for use with SeqMonk.  More recently processed 

assemblies will have the Ensembl release version appended to the end of their names (e.g. GRCh38_v90 is 

annotations from Ensembl release 90 of the GRCh38 human assembly). 

 

Once you have selected the assembly you want to use for your project SeqMonk will open the genome. 

 

 
 

It is really important that you get both the species and the assembly correct.  Using the wrong 

assembly could mean that all your data looks correct, but that reads are mapped incorrectly against 

the genomic annotations. 

 

When the genome has finished loading SeqMonk will display it and you can begin importing your data. 

http://www.ensembl.org/
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Custom Genomes 

If you are using a genome which isn’t listed in the set available from the SeqMonk server then you may need to 

create a custom genome.  If your genome is a chromosome based assembly supported by Ensembl but isn’t 

listed then please simply email babraham.bioinformatics@babraham.ac.uk and we can quickly add it for you.  

For other genomes you can create a custom genome. 

 

To create a custom genome, you will need either one or more fasta files of sequence or a GTF/GFF file of 

annotation, and preferably both.  To make your custom genome just press the “Build Custom Genome” button 

in the import dialog and then load in the files you have using the buttons at the bottom of the dialog.  You should 

see the details of your chromosomes appear.  You can edit the details of your genome in the table and can 

choose to selectively delete any sequences you don’t want to include. 

 

 
 

If your assembly is scaffold or contig based, then you should probably group your individual sequences into 

pseudo-chromosomes by ticking the box at the top.  This will make the displays in SeqMonk much more 

manageable and won’t affect your analysis. 

 

Once you have created your custom genome you can go back to the original genome selection screen and your 

genome should be listed. 

 

When using a custom genome, the only limitation is that if you want to transfer a project from one computer to 

another you will also need to manually copy the custom genome from the genomes folder of the original 

computer to the equivalent folder on your new computer since SeqMonk won’t be able to download this from 

our servers. 

 

Importing Extra Annotation 
If you have additional annotation information you want to view you can load additional features from text files. 

 

If your file is in GFF or GTF format, then simply select File > Import Annotation > GFF/GTF and choose the file 

which contains your annotation.  You will see a new entry appear in your Annotation Sets folder and you can 

right-click on this to rename or delete these features.  You will be offered the option of prefixing the feature 

names with some text you specify so that you could, for example, tell genes from your GFF file apart from genes 

which came from the core annotation. 

 

mailto:babraham.bioinformatics@babraham.ac.uk
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If your annotations are in a non-standard format, then you can use the generic text import feature to bring them 

in.  Select File > Import Annotation > Text (Generic).  You can select your file and then use the dialog which 

opens to say which delimiter splits the fields in your file and which columns contain which pieces of information.  

The only columns you need to import are start, end and chromosome.  All of the others are optional. 

 

You new features will immediately become available in your genome view and can be added and removed in 

the same way as any other feature track. 

 

Importing Data 
The only information SeqMonk needs to import your data is a 

series of mapped genomic positions.  These comprise a 

chromosome, start and end positions and optionally a strand for 

each read.  Most mapped data will be distributed in BAM format, 

but SeqMonk understands many additional formats and even has 

a generic text import option so you can bring in data from any 

delimited text file. 

 

To import your data simply select File > Import Data and select the 

format of file you want to import.  For any standard format there 

are a couple of options you may be offered.  The program will 

examine your data and will try to set the correct options 

automatically, but you can change these if you prefer. 

 

 

 

 Single / Paired End import.  If you have generated paired end sequencing data, then you can choose to 

import this either as single ended or paired end data.  If you import as single end data then two reads will 

show up for every sequence, one at each end, but there will be no connection between them.  If you choose 

paired end data, then SeqMonk will join together the two ends of each sequence into a single extended 

read.  The strand of this paired read will be the strand of the earlier mapping sequence.  If you paired reads 

are too far apart, or are on different chromosomes then they are assumed to have been mis-mapped and 

are discarded. 

 

 Remove Duplicates. You can choose to only import unique reads from each data set.  Any duplicates will 

be removed at the import stage and won't show up in the program.  You will have the option to ignore 

duplicates later when quantitating your data, so you generally don't want to remove them at the import stage.  

If you do remove duplicates you can choose whether a duplicate is defined by its start position, end position 

or both start and end (usually just using the start position is the right thing to do for single end data, and 

using both ends is correct for paired end data). 

 

 Import primary alignments.  If your mapper has allowed a single sequence to be mapped to more than one 

location, then one of the mapped positions will be flagged as a primary alignment.  By default, SeqMonk will 

only import primary alignments so that a maximum of one position is imported for each read in your original 

data file.  If you want to import all positions for multiply mapped reads, then you can untick this box to get 

all of them. 

 

 Filter on mapping quality.  When a read mapper generates an alignment to the genome it gives it a mapping 

quality (MAPQ) score.  The meaning of this score is different for each aligner, but in general a lower score 

reflects a higher number of mismatches between the read and the reference, and a lack of uniqueness in 

the hit.  You will normally therefore want to filter your incoming reads to keep only the unique high identity 

alignments, and setting a threshold for the quality scores allows you to do this.  SeqMonk defaults to a 
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MAPQ cut-off of 20 which is sensible for most aligners but you should look at the documentation for the 

aligner you used to be sure. 

 

 Extending single end reads.  If you are importing a single end ChIP-seq dataset, then you may want to use 

the extend reads option.  This extends each read by a fixed size so that your read is more realistically 

positioned over the fragment you enriched, rather than just showing a short tag from the end.  This makes 

the downstream analysis easier since you can see more realistic peaks over areas of enrichment.  The 

amount you extend by should reflect the average size of the fragments which went into your library (minus 

the read length of your sequences). 

 

 RNA-Seq import.  If you have done a spliced mapping you will be offered the option to treat the file as RNA-

Seq data and split spliced reads into their component parts.  This will generate multiple reads for each 

mapped read to cover the different spliced portions.  If you do not select this option, then the read will cover 

the whole mapped region – but may be rejected if the mapped region is too long (which can happen if the 

spliced out region is long).  If you choose to do this, you can then further opt to import the introns instead of 

the exons.  This would be useful if you wanted to analyse splicing in RNA-Seq data. If you opt to import 

RNA-Seq reads then you can also select an additional option to import introns instead of exons if you want 

to analyse splicing. 

 

 HiC import. If you have a dataset consisting of HiC pairs then you can tell the importer to treat alternating 

sequences as HiC data.  You need to ensure that the whole file contains paired sequences, with no single 

sequences otherwise the pairing will not be correct.  You can also choose to ignore interactions smaller than 

a given distance. 

 

For BAM/SAM files you should find that the program tries to auto-detect the pairing and splicing settings, so for 

the most part you shouldn’t need to change the import options.  You will need to pay attention to the options to 

extend reads, or to treat your data as HiC since these cannot be determined automatically. 

 

If you choose to do a generic text import, then there are a number of different options you need to set. 

 

Generic Text Import 

You can import multiple files in one Generic Text Import but they must all have the same format.  Once you have 

selected the files you want to import you will see a preview of your data and you will need to answer some 

questions about it: 
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The main table is a preview of your data, split into columns.  On the right are the boxes you need to fill in.  What 

you need to tell the program is: 

 

 What delimiter is present between the different fields on each line of your file 

 

 On which row your actual data starts (so you can remove any headers) 

 

 Which columns in your file contain the data for 

- The chromosome 

- The start position 

- The end position 

- The strand (this column is optional) 

- The count (this column is optional) 

 

Column Numbers are shown above your data, and the first column you see contains the row numbers. 

 

Once you have specified all of this information you should be able to press the "Import" button to import your 

data. 

 

Import warnings 

After you have finished importing your data you may see a list of warnings which were generated whilst importing 

your data.  You may consider some of these warnings to be harmless, but you should check through them since 

they could potentially indicate a serious problem with your data. 

 

Some of the more commonly seen warnings are listed below: 

 

 Couldn’t find a chromosome called ‘X’.  If a read uses a chromosome name which couldn’t be understood, 

then you will see this message.  In some cases, this will be because the nomenclature differs between your 

mapping program and SeqMonk (e.g. 2 vs II or M vs Mt), in other cases the chromosome name may be part 

of a longer string which SeqMonk can’t interpret (it tries lots of different ways to figure these out), or may be 

just an accession code rather than a chromosome name.  If you don’t care about the data you’ve lost (maybe 

just the mitochondrion) then you can ignore this.  Alternatively, you can edit a file called aliases.txt in the 

assembly folder of your genomes folder to add in name mappings which the program can’t figure out for 

itself. 

 

 Read position was beyond the end of the chromosome.  If you have a chromosome which is 10kb long, then 

a read whose position was 11kb will be rejected.  If you see these messages, then this is often an indication 

that you have selected the wrong assembly.  If this is the case, then you need to stop and start your project 

again using the correct assembly.  In some cases, this message can be harmless though – if you’re using 

an assembly which has a circular genome then you may find that reads are mapped slightly off each end of 

a chromosome, but only by a few bases.  Also if you've chosen to extend your reads then they may fall a 

few bases over the end of the chromosome.  Any more than that and this message indicates a potentially 

serious problem 

 

 For paired end data you will probably see warnings for read pairs which were mapped further apart than the 

limit which you set during the import setup.  This can occur in a small number of cases due to mis-mapping 

of one end, and is harmless as long as the proportion of the library affected is low. 
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Organising your Data 

Renaming Data Sets 

When you initially import your data your samples will be named using the filename from which the data came.  

If you want to change this to something more relevant, then you can do this by selecting Data > Edit DataSets.  

If you select the sample, you want to rename you can then press "Rename DataSet" and put in the name you 

want to use.  Alternatively, you can right-click on the data view and select 'Rename'. 

 

Where you need to apply a similar change to a large number of data sets you can go to Data > Edit Data Sets 

where there is a find/replace option which can do simple (text string replacement) or complex (regular 

expression replacement) changes to large sets of data sets at once.  

 

If you need to do a bulk renaming of your datasets then you can select multiple sets and use the “Rename 

DataSet” button to bring up a small table into which you can paste a set of new names to do all of the renaming 

in a single step. 

 

Grouping Samples 

In some cases, it will make sense for you to group together the raw data you have imported into larger groups.  

SeqMonk supports two different kinds of grouping which are appropriate for different kinds of experiments. 

 

 Data Groups are a way to combine raw data sets so that they appear as one big data set.  Data groups 

hold their own quantitation values and are intended to be used where you have multiple raw data files 

coming from the same library. 

 

 Replicate Sets are a way to group together data sets or data groups which come from different replicates 

of the same biological condition.  They do not hold their own quantitated values, but instead display the 

mean value of the data stores they contain.  They are the basis for some of the statistical analyses which 

rely on knowing about replicates. 

 

The process for creating data groups and replicate sets is essentially the same.  To start you select Data > Edit 

Groups, or Data > Edit Replicate Sets from the main menu: 

 

 
  

You can create new groups using the button on the left.  Once you have created a group you can add samples 

to it by selecting it and then picking one or more datasets from the 'Unused DataSets' list and pressing 'Add'.  

You can put the same data set into more than one group if this makes sense for your experiment. 
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Using this same screen, you can delete groups you no longer need (this will NOT delete the underlying data – 

just the group), and you can rename existing groups. 

 

It's a good idea to create your groups before you start to do any quantitation or analysis of your data. 

 

Automatic grouping 

If you have large numbers of data sets which need to be assembled into Data Groups or Replicate Sets and 

they use a consistent naming scheme, you can use this to automate the grouping.  If your sample names are 

informative to say which group the sample should belong to then, instead of having to manually create replicate 

sets you can do this in an automated way based on the names of your samples. 

 

The option to do this is Data > Auto Create Groups/Sets. 

 

 
 

In the box on the left you can put in a set of text strings which can be found in the names of your data sets and 

which mark the groups you want to create. The tool will then look for a match to each string and will make either 

a data group or a replicate set out of the samples which match.  If you need to use more than one discontinuous 

string match to define your groups, then you can separate strings with bar characters to make more complex 

patterns.  Groups made this way can always be edited with the traditional data group and replicate set editors. 

 

When creating groups this way, each data set will only be placed into one group, and if multiple matches exist 

for that dataset then only the first one will be used. 
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Using the SeqMonk Visualisation Tools 
 

A lot of the time you spend using SeqMonk will be spent looking at your data in different parts of the genome 

using the built in visualisation tools.  Before you worry about quantitating or analysing your data it's therefore 

worth getting used to the visualisation interface which SeqMonk provides. 

 

Basic Layout 
 

 
 

The SeqMonk interface is laid out in panels separated by dividers which you can move to suit your taste.  The 

main panels are: 

 

 The Data Panel (top left) 

 

 The Genome Overview (top right) 

 

 The Chromosome View (bottom) 

 

The Data Panel 

The data panel contains a series of folders in which you can see the different annotation and data sets you have 

imported and the data and replicate groups you have created.  Once you've started doing some quantitation 

then you will also start to see probe lists in this panel. 

 

You can use the data panel to change the properties of any data sets / group.  If you select a dataset or group 

in the data panel it will become highlighted in the chromosome view if it is visible.  If you right click on a dataset 

or group, you will get a small menu which allows you to rename that sample or to turn it off or on in the 

chromosome view.  There are also a couple of plots which you can draw. 

 

Once you have done some quantitation you can select probe subsets in the data panel.  This will filter the 

chromosome view to show you only the probes which are present in that subset. 
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The Genome Overview 

The genome overview shows you a graphical representation of your whole genome laid out in chromosomes.  

On one of the chromosome you should see a red box.  This box indicates the region which is currently visible 

in the chromosome view.  When you've quantitated your data and have selected a single sample in the data 

view you will see a summary of the quantitation across the genome, but until then you'll just see plain blue 

boxes. 

 

If you click and drag anywhere on the genome view you will move the chromosome view to show the region you 

selected. 

 

The Chromosome View 

The chromosome view is the most detailed view of the genome, and is also where you will focus your attention 

most of the time you're using SeqMonk.  The chromosome view is arranged into tracks.  At the top of the view 

are a series of tracks with blue backgrounds (alternating light and dark) which contain annotation information 

for different classes of feature (genes, CDS, mRNA etc.).  Features appear as blocks which are coloured 

according to their orientation (red for forward and blue for reverse).  Where a feature has multiple linked locations 

(e.g. exons in a transcript) the blocks are joined by line arrows which also indicate the direction of the feature. 

 

 
 

If you put your mouse over a feature you should see a see a label appear under it which shows its name and 

the type of the feature (e.g.: CDS:Sntg1).  If your tracks are quite compressed there may not be enough room 

for these labels, but this information will still appear in the status bar at the bottom of the program.  If you double 

click on a feature you will get a new window appear containing all of the annotation information for that feature. 

 

 
 

 

Underneath the feature tracks are a series of white/grey data tracks and each of these will contain the data for 

one Data Set or Data Group.  The information shown in these tracks can be changed, but they can show either 

raw read positions or quantitated values calculated from the reads. 
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Where both the reads and quantitated data are shown the reads will be on the top.  Reads are coloured 

according to the stand they map to (red=forward, blue=reverse, grey=unknown) and are packed together as 

tightly as possible.  Where reads would overlap they are spread out vertically to use all of the available space.  

If there are too many reads for a position than can be stacked in the display, then the extra reads are omitted. 

 

Quantitated data is displayed as a column graph underneath the reads.  The colours of the bars are scaled from 

cold (blue) to medium (green) to hot (red), so the colours and the heights of the bars show the same information. 
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Using the Chromosome View 
The chromosome view is a dynamic window in that you can change the information it displays and you can 

zoom in and out of it to see exactly the region you want. 

 

It is quite common for a SeqMonk project to contain enough different data sets and annotation features that you 

won't want to view all of them all of the time.  You can therefore modify the list of visible tracks to show you only 

what you need to see. 

 

Changing annotation tracks 

 

To change the genome annotation tracks shown you need to select View > Set Annotation Tracks. 

 

 
 

On the left is a list of annotation tracks which have been loaded, but are not currently displayed, on the right is 

a list of the currently displayed tracks.  You can use the buttons in the middle to move tracks from one list to the 

other and to change the order of tracks within the displayed tracks list. 

 

This dialog will only show tracks which SeqMonk loaded from the genome, but there may be other tracks which 

are available.  Because annotation tracks consume a lot of memory  

  

Changing Data Tracks 

 

You can use a similar approach to change the 

set of data tracks displayed 

by SeqMonk.  In the main menu you select View > Set Data 

Tracks.  

 

Again, on the left is a list of data sets, groups and replicate 

sets which are loaded but not currently displayed.  On the 

right is the list of currently displayed tracks.  You use the 

buttons in the middle to move tracks from one side to the 

other, or to adjust the order of the displayed tracks. 

 

In addition to using this tool you can also add and remove data tracks using the data display.  If you right click 

on any data set or data group, then you will see a menu on which the top entry says "Show track in chromosome 

view".  If this entry has a tick next to it then the track is already visible.  Selecting this menu option will toggle 

the visibility of that track.  If you add a track this way, it is always added to the bottom of your current set of 

tracks. 
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Moving Around 

There are a few different ways to move around the chromosome view. 

 

The quickest way to move along the chromosome view is to use the scroll bar underneath it.  If you drag this, 

you can quickly scan from one end of the chromosome to the other.  For more fine-grained movements you 

might find it easier to use the left and right keys on your keyboard which will move the view in small increments.  

You can also scroll the scroll wheel on your mouse to make small adjustments to your position within a 

chromosome. 

 

To zoom in and out of the view it is probably best to use the mouse.  To zoom in all you need to do is to click 

and drag within the chromosome view.  You will see that as you drag a green box will shade the region you've 

selected. 

 

 
 

When you release the mouse the display will zoom in to show just the region you selected. 

 

To zoom out you simply press the right mouse button (apple+click on a mac) and the display will stay centred 

at the same point, but will show twice as much of the genome.  You may find that instead of scrolling laterally 

across the genome it ends up being easier to zoom out to locate the region you're after, and then zoom back in 

again. 

 

If you want to you can also zoom using the up and down arrows on your keyboard. 

 

Jumping to a known position 

 

If you know exactly where you want to go then rather than having to 

use the normal movement controls to get there you can jump straight 

to that position.  You can do this by selecting Edit > Goto Position (or press 

Ctrl+G).   

 

You can then select the chromosome you want and specify a start and end 

position and the display will then move to that exact position.  You can also enter 

a string of the form chr: start-end in the location box. 

 

The Goto dialog will remember the last few places you visited in the genome so 

you can easily move back to somewhere you were recently. 
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Finding Features 

 

If you want to jump straight to a particular feature, then the easiest way to do this is to do a search for 

the feature and then let SeqMonk take you there directly. 

 

To start a feature search you select Edit > Find Feature (or press Ctrl+F). 

 

 
 

You can choose what type of feature you want to search for and then supply some search terms you're interested 

in.  You can search either just within the name of the feature or through all of the annotation for every feature.  

By default, SeqMonk only loads a name and a description for each feature.  If you want more detail you can 

enable this by ticking the “Load full genome annotation” box under Edit > Preferences > Memory, although this 

will take up more memory to store this data.  Once the full annotation is loaded it is searchable by the find feature 

tool. 

 

Once you've done a search you will see the list of hits the program found. 

 

 

 

You can sort this list by clicking on any of the column headers.  If you want to see a feature in the chromosome 

view, then you simply need to double click on any line in the results and you will be taken there.  If you want to 

keep hold of this list of features, then you can press the "Make annotation track" button to create a new 

annotation track containing only these features. 

 

Changing the Raw Data Display 

 

There are many options for changing the way your data is displayed in the chromosome view.  All of 

these are collected together under a single button on the toolbar which shows all of the display 

preferences options. 
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When you are viewing the raw sequence data in SeqMonk there are a couple of options which might prove 

useful.  The default display will show a low density of reads and will pack together the forward and reverse reads 

to make the best use of the available space. 

 

If you have a large amount of data to display, or you have a lot of data sets visible at the same time you might 

want to increase the density with which the reads are displayed to allow you to see more data at once. 

 

Low Density 

 

Medium Density 

 

High Density 

 

 

The read density can be set from the display preferences by changing the “Raw Read Display Density” option. 

 

The other display option for raw reads is to separate out the forward and reverse reads from each other and put 

them in different parts of the track.  Depending on the nature of your library the direction of your read may or 

may not be important.  If you pack your reads together then in many cases you are only looking at a summarised 

representation of your data, and you can't rely on the overall colour of the summary reflecting accurately the 

read direction composition.  In these cases, you can choose to pack forward and reverse reads separately so 

you can clearly see the breakdown of forward and reverse reads in each region. 
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You can change the packing through the display preferences by changing the “Display Reads with” option. 

 

Together 

 

Separately 
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Quantitation 
As well as showing raw data SeqMonk is able to quantitate that data.  This allows you to compare different 

conditions or to filter out regions of interest. 

 

Quantitation in SeqMonk traditionally happens in two steps. 

 

1. You define a set of 'probes'.  A probe is simply a region of the genome in which you intend calculating 

a quantitated value 

 

2. For every probe you calculate an associated value.  This value derives in some way from the pattern of 

reads which occur within the probe region. 

 

Once you have quantitated your data you will see the calculated values show up in your chromosome view, and 

you can start to use the filtering options. 

 

Defining Probes 
The first step in quantitation is defining your set of probes.  You would normally only do this step once per 

analysis.  SeqMonk only stores one set of probes, so if you create a second set of probes it will delete all of your 

existing probes and probe lists. 

 

To start creating your probes select Data > Define Probes. 

 

 
 

There are several different strategies you can use to define where to put your probes, and these are listed on 

the left.  As you click on the different entries on this list you will see that the options for that entry will be displayed 

on the right. 

 

One generic option is to not create probes over a region which contains no data for any of your DataSets.  This 

option will reduce the number of probes generated, but will mean that the probe generation will take longer to 

run. 

 

Below is a list of the most commonly used probe generators, and a description of what they do.  Descriptions 

for all of the other generators can be found in the programs help files. 
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Running Window Probe Generator 

The simplest way to generate probes is to just make a regularly spaced set of probes along the genome.  In 

SeqMonk you do this with the Running Window probe generator.  All you need to specify is the size of window 

you want to use and the step size between the start points of adjacent windows.  When you first open the options 

window SeqMonk will try to guess an appropriate window size for you, but you are free to change this. 

 

If for example you wanted windows of 10kb, which had a 2kb overlap with the previous window you would set 

the window size to 10000 and the step size to 8000. 

 

If you don’t want the tiled probes to cover the whole genome then you can also restrict the generation to be 

constrained either within the region you’re currently looking at, or to be within the probes which are currently 

defined in your project. 

 

Feature Probe Generator 

The feature probe generator allows you to design probes around a particular class of features.  Once you have 

selected the feature type around which you want to design you can then choose to make a probe within the 

feature and upstream or downstream of the feature.  SeqMonk will apply the appropriate correction if your 

feature is on the reverse strand. 

 

For example, if you wanted one probe per gene you would select Gene as your feature class and then make a 

gene probe from 0 to 0 (no bases upstream or downstream – just the area covered by the feature).  For a 

promoter probe you might select mRNA as the feature type and then make an upstream probe from -1000 to 0 

(note that if two or more mRNAs had the same start point you would generate duplicate probes). 

 

Read Position Probe Generator 

In its simplest form this generator puts a probe over every different read position seen in your data.  You wouldn’t 

want to do this in most library types since you’d generate millions of probes (which will be slow), but if you have 

a restricted number of possible positions (eg for intron analysis, restriction based libraries or amplicon 

sequencing) then this can be useful.  In other cases you can use the option to group different positions together, 

so that you can make probes of every 100 adjacent read positions for example.  This can be a nice way to make 

probes with even coverage and this type of probe generation is commonly used in bisulphite sequencing. 

 

MACS Peak Caller 

If your data comes from a ChIP-Seq experiment you might want to make probes over regions which are 

significantly enriched for reads, a so called peak detection.  SeqMonk uses the methodology employed by the 

MACS peak caller to do peak detection. 

  

Current Region Generator 

Sometimes you have a very specific question in mind and only need to make a single measurement per-sample.  

In this case you can use the Current Region Generator which will make a probe set consisting of a single probe 

covering the region you are currently looking at. 
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Quantitating Data 
Once you have defined your probes you will need to quantitate your data.  Again, there are several ways to do 

this depending on what you are trying to measure.  In contrast to probe generation though it is likely that you 

will quantitate your data more than once in an analysis.  As long as you keep your probe definitions the same 

you can requantitate your data whilst keeping all of your previous probe lists. 

 

The probe quantitation options will automatically appear when you have finished generating your list of probes, 

and you can get to them manually at any time by selecting Data > Quantitation. 

 

 
 

As with the probe generation there are a selection of different ways to quantitate your data listed on the left and 

as you select each one their options will appear on the right.  Some quantitations can only be applied on top of 

an existing quantitation - these appear in red in the list on the left, and will not be visible when you initially 

quantitate your raw data. 

 

Once your quantitation is complete, a record of the options you used will be present in the All Probes list, 

accessible from your data view.  If you double click on this you can see the options used for both probe 

generation and quantitation. 

 

Read Count Quantitation 

The simplest kind of quantitation is to count up the reads which overlap with each probe.  Depending on how 

you intend to compare your datasets you may want to log transform this count.  You can select to count reads 

on the forward or reverse strands only, but the default is to use reads on either strand. 

 

You can also apply some corrections to your counts.  If you have more than one dataset and you would like to 

perform a comparison then the counts in each set will be affected by the total number of reads in the dataset, 

and this value can vary greatly between runs. If you choose to correct for total read count, then the count will be 

adjusted relative to the dataset with the highest number of reads.  This means that you can compare the counts 

between different datasets with different total read counts.   

 

Depending on how you generated your probes you may also find that your probes are different lengths.  When 

performing a simple count this will tend to overemphasise the importance of longer probes (since they will 

naturally produce a higher count). The corrected counts therefore give you a way to remove these two 
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influences.  If you choose to correct for probe length then the count for each probe will be corrected by a scaling 

factor (1000 / probe length), so that you can compare the values for probes of different lengths in the same 

dataset. 

 

You should be aware that using these correction options can give misleading values where the absolute count 

for a probe is very low.  If you have a very short probe with one reading in it this can produce an artificially high 

corrected value.  It is therefore normally a good idea to combine a corrected count with a filter for a minimum 

number of reads per probe so you see only the reliable data.  This will be discussed further when we get to 

filtering. 

 

Base Pair Quantitation 

This is very similar to the read count quantitation and has all the same options, the difference is that instead of 

just counting the number of reads which overlap each probe the base pair quantitation counts how many bases 

from each read overlaps.  If you have many reads only partially overlapping a probe (commonly seen in mRNA-

Seq for example) then this method will provide more relevant quantitation. 

 

Enrichment Quantitation 

This is the simplest quantitation method and has no options at all.  It quantitates every probe with the relative 

enrichment of the data in that region compared to a completely even  distribution of the same data over the 

whole genome.  The enrichment is expressed as a log2  ratio relative to the even distribution so a value of 1 

would indicate a 2-fold enrichment. 

 

Difference Quantitation 

In some datasets the relative proportion of forward and reverse reads may be relevant.  In these cases, you can 

use a difference quantitation to compare the two strands.  You can choose whether you want to do a subtraction 

of the count from one strand from the other, you can divide one by the other or you can calculate a percentage 

of one count relative to the other.  For the division you can choose whether to log transform the ratio so as to 

always put difference on a linear scale.  It can be useful to use the strand information to convey some other 

property for each read for example you could make forward be an exact match to the template and reverse be 

a read containing one or more SNPs.  If you do this, then you could use the difference quantitation to pull out 

regions of high SNP density. 

 

Percentage Coverage Quantitation 

Another useful measure in some instances is to know what proportion of your reference sequence is covered 

by reads in the current data set.  The percentage coverage will calculate this value for you.  It doesn't matter 

how great the depth of coverage is over the parts which are covered, all it works out is what proportion of each 

probe is covered. 

 

Running the Quantitation 

When you have selected your options you can press 'Quantitate' to start the quantitation.  Depending on the 

options you have set and the number of probes you defined the quantitation can take up to a couple of minutes 

to complete. 

 

To speed up the quantitation process there is a checkbox at the bottom left of the quantitation options which 

allows you to only quantitate the currently visible data stores. 
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Viewing Quantitated Data 
As soon as you have performed a quantitation the data tracks in the chromosome view will be updated to show 

the new quantitations.  Once you can see this data there are a couple of things you may well need to change to 

make sense of it. 

 

Changing the Data Zoom level 

 

When you do a new quantitation by default the data zoom level will be adjusted to suit the data range 

of the currently visible data stores.   You can also set the level of zoom manually.  The window which 

opens also provides a scale bar for the current view which you can later export if you want to use it for figures. 

  

To adjust the data zoom level, you should select View > Set Data Zoom Level (or just press Ctrl+Z).  You can 

then drag the slider up and down to change the zoom level to something appropriate for your data. 

 

The table below shows the same region of quantitated data at three different zoom levels so you can see the 

effect the data zoom can have. 

 

 

Too High 

 

Too Low 

 

Just Right! 

 

Changing the Scale type 

After a quantitation SeqMonk will try to guess whether a positive, or positive and negative scale is more 

appropriate for your data and will adjust the view accordingly.  If you use a positive and negative scale, then the 

scale is always symmetrical around the origin.  If your data should have used a positive and negative scale, but 

SeqMonk incorrectly assigned a positive only scale to it then you can change this manually using the 

“Quantitated data scale” option in the display preferences. 

 

If you're using log transformed data then you may find that all of your empty probes end up with negative values, 

whilst your probes containing data are positive.  In this case it's often clearer to show only the positive values. 

This can have a dramatic effect on how you interpret your data so make sure you've turned this on if you need 

it. 
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Positive 

 

Positive and 

Negative 

 

Decluttering the Display 

The default display for a data track shows both the raw reads and the quantitated data.  In many cases though 

this is too much information.  Once you have quantitated your data you may want to remove the raw reads, 

since these will clutter the display and slow down the speed at which the display can update.  If you don't intend 

quantitating your data, you may want to show just the raw reads and give them all the available space in the 

data track.  

 

You can make these changes by altering the “Display which data” option in the display preferences.  Choices 

you can make are: 

 

 Both Reads and Probes 

 Just Reads 

 Just Probes 

 

Further Display Options 

More options for changing the display of data in the chromosome view can be found under the display 

preferences.  These include options for changing the type of graph used to represent the quantitated data, and 

the colour scheme used for the quantitation graphs. 

 

For very large numbers of tracks it might, for example, be advisable to turn off the display of raw reads and to 

represent the quantitation as coloured blocks.  You can play around with the options available to see what works 

for your particular data type. 
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Quantitated Data Figures 
Once you have some quantitated data there are a whole range of figures available to you under the Plots menu 

to help you interpret your data.  We’ll show a couple of example figures you can create which might help you 

interpret your data. 

 

In general, unless a plot specifically says otherwise, the data shown in a plot will represent whatever values 

were generated by the last quantitation you ran.  If you can’t remember how you quantitated your data then you 

can double click on the “All Probes” list to see.  Plots to display a single data store will plot whichever store you 

currently have selected in the Data View (and will generally refuse to plot if you don’t have anything selected).  

If plots can plot multiple stores then they will plot whichever stores are visible in your chromosome view.  To 

change the data which is plotted, just change the tracks which you have visible. 

 

Distributions - The Probe Value Histogram 

If you right click on a DataStore in the Data view you can select "Probe Value Histogram" from the popup menu 

which appears.  This is a good way to let you see the range of values found in the probes in one of your data 

stores. 

 

 
 

You can use the slider at the top to change the number of bins in your histogram, and if you have a large range 

of counts you can choose to plot the histogram on a log scale.  If you put your mouse over one of the bins it will 

turn red, and the status bar at the bottom will tell you which range of values and how many probes were found 

in that bin.  You can zoom into part of the plot by dragging the mouse within the plot window.  You can zoom 

back out by right-clicking. 

 

The probe value histogram operates on the currently active probe list, so if you have a probe list selected when 

you construct a histogram, only probes from within that list will be used to generate the plot. 
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Distributions - The Probe Length Histogram 

If you right click on a ProbeList in the Data view you can select "Show Probe Length Histogram" from the popup 

menu which appears.  This is a quick way to see how long the probes in your list are. 

 

 

 

The probe length histogram operates on the currently active probe list, so if you have a probe list selected when 

you construct a histogram, only probes from within that list will be used to generate the plot. 

 

The Bean Plot 

If you want to compare the distribution of probe values between several different DataStores you can use the 

Bean Plot. This provides a summarised view of your distribution of values and aligns plots from several different 

DataStores so you can quickly see any differences. 

 

 

 

 

You can create a Bean plot by selecting Plots > Bean Plot > Visible Data Stores.  You can choose whether you 

plot shows the same probe list over the currently visible data stores, or you can select multiple probe lists to 

display for the currently active data store.   
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If you have data which is pretty normally distributed then you could use the BoxWhisker plot instead of a bean 

plot.  If you only wanted to compare the mean values without showing the full distribution then you could try the 

Star Wars (confidence interval) plot instead. 

 

The Probe Trend Plot 

The probe trend plot is a way of looking for generic pattern which happen across all probes in a set of probes.  

It’s different to other plots in that it doesn’t use the pre-quantitated data for each probe, but makes its own 

calculation within each probe and then creates a profile for a ‘generic’ probe. 

 

For example, if you had designed probes over promoters then you could see if there was a change in the 

distribution of reads across the promoter. 

 

The probe trend plot will show a graph for every visible data store when it is launched, and will use the currently 

selected probe list.  If all the probes in your set are the same size, then it will generate a plot at 1bp resolution.  

If they are of different sizes, then it will generate a relative plot where you can look at the distribution in 

percentiles across each probe. 

 

 
 

After calculating the plot, you can apply smoothing to the data by using the slider on the right of the plot. 

You can create a probe trend plot by selecting View > Probe Trend Plot. 

 

For a more detailed view of the same type of data you could try the Aligned Probes Plot which represents the 

read density as colour depth in a histogram. 

 

For displaying trends in existing quantitated values over larger features (eg if you have running window 

quantitation and want to summarise this per-gene) then you could use the Quantitation Trend Plot. 

 

The Scatterplot 

You can use a scatterplot to directly compare the quantitated values from two data stores.  Simply select View 

> Scatterplot and the select the stores you want to plot from the drop down boxes at the top of the window. 
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You can use the slider on the right of the plot to change the size of the points plotted.  You can also move your 

mouse around the plot to update the text at the bottom to show you the quantitation at the current position.  The 

bottom right of the plot shows a Pearson's correlation R value for the currently plotted data. 

 

If you drag your mouse within the plot you can select a group of points.  The selection is done based on the 

difference between the two datasets and you can use the "Save Probe List" option at the bottom to save the list 

of selected points. 

 

One nice options it that once you have multiple probe lists available in your project then you can plot out the 

points for one list, and then use the Highlight Sublists button to differently colour another sub-list.  This can be 

really nice to allow you to see the results of filtering you’ve done for example. 

 

An alternate, related, graph is the MA plot.  This simply displays the difference between the two datasets plotted 

against the mean quantitated value.  It’s pretty much a scatter plot rotated 45 degrees to the right, but it’s quite 

nice as it makes more efficient use of the available plotting space. 

 

Other similar plots are the variation plot which works on replicate sets and plots the variance (there are a few 

different variance measures available), against the mean quantitation in the replicate set.  It can be used to 

identify unusually variable (or consistent) probes within a set.  There is also the volcano plot which we will 

describe in more detail later, which can be used to review the results of a statistical analysis.  This plots the log 

p-value from a test against the absolute difference, allowing you to judge how strong a candidate in an analysis 

actually is. 

 

The Line Graph 

The line graph is a simple way to show the relative levels of quantitation for a set of probes across a number of 

different data stores.  It will display the currently visible data stores and you can choose to show just the active 

probe list, or select a set of lists to display simultaneously.  Inside the plot you have options for emphasising 

differences through normalisation, or showing just a summary of the probes rather than each individual value. 
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Requantitating Data 
Requantitating data is a common occurrence in a SeqMonk analysis.  It’s often useful to quantitate your data 

several different ways and filtering each quantitation.  Changing the quantitation options will not affect your 

probe lists and the filtered sets you previously generated will still be present after requantitating. 

 

Generating a new Probe Set 
If you choose to rerun probe set generation after having quantitated your data, then the new probe set you 

produce will replace your existing probe set.  This means that any filtered lists you had generated for the old set 

will also be lost. 

 

Since it can be useful to look at the same dataset using a number of different probe sets the easiest way to 

achieve this is to save multiple projects, one for each probe set. 

 

Another useful trick is that if you are going to replace a probe set, but want to keep some record of an interesting 

set of regions you had filtered then you can do this by turning them into an annotation track.  To do this simply 

right click on a probe list and select “Convert to annotation track”.  The currently selected probe list will then be 

turned into an annotation set and will appear in the Annotation Sets folder in the data view.  These annotations 

will still be present after the original probe set is replaced.  
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Filtering your Data 
Once you have quantitated your data you can then begin to use the various filtering tools to try to identify regions 

of interest.  These can all be found under the Filter menu. 

 

The filtering tools allow you to generate Probe lists.  A probe list is just a subset of the full complement of probes.  

Most filters will start from the currently selected Probe list, so that you can apply sequential filtering – using 

several different criteria to identify your final probes of interest. 

 

As you start to run filters you will see a tree of Probe Lists building up under your All Probes list in your Data 

View.  Generating a new probe set will create a new All Probes list and will therefore lose all of the probe lists 

under it. 

 

Applying Filters 
In general, there are two types of filter – those which filter based on the quantitated data, and those which filter 

based on probe or genome properties (how big probes are, which chromosome they’re on etc etc).  Most filters 

will analyse each probe they test individually, although a few operate in windows, in which case all probes within 

a window pass or fail as a set. 

 

Every probe list will be given an automatic name, but you can change this either when it is created or at any 

subsequent point.  All probe lists appear in a tree structure under the Probe List section of the Data view.  The 

structure represents the order in which the lists were created, and the parent / child relationships between them.  

 

If you select a probe list in the data view then only probes within the list will be shown in the chromosome view, 

and subsequent filters and plots will usually operate starting with the currently selected probe list. 

 

Below is a list of some of the most common various filtering options. 

 

Filter on Value 

This is the simplest and most useful filter.  It allows you to specify upper and lower limits for the quantitated 

value for probes you want to keep.  You only have to specify one of the two limits (you can of course provide 

both if you want to).  You must also then select a number of data stores and you can specify in how many of 

these the filter must be passed for the probe to be included in the filtered list. 

 

 
 

In this example both of the female samples must have a value greater than or equal to zero for the probe to 

pass the filter. Because the upper limit was not specified then there is no limit to how high the value can be. 

 

The values used for this filter are whatever the current quantitated values on your probes are.  Since these can 

change over time (if you rerun the quantitation tool), the results from this filter will show you the quantitation 

which was present at the time the filter was run.  This is generally true for all filters which use quantitated values 

to make their selections. 
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A related filer is the Position in Distribution values filter.  This is the same as the values filter except that instead 

of putting in absolute values you put in percentiles.  This would let you find, for example, the highest 10% of 

probes. 

 

 

Filter on Value Differences 

In the value differences filter you are looking not at the absolute values for any data set but at the differences 

between datasets. 

 

 

 
 

 

The layout of the options looks very similar to the values filter.  In this case though you must select at least one 

data set or group from each of the two lists on the left.  You can then specify upper and lower limits for the 

difference value between the sets. 

 

If you only select two data sets then the filtering is simple as you only have one difference value.  If you select 

more than two data sets though the filter will work out all pairwise differences between the selected sets.  You 

can then specify if you want to filter on the average, minimum or maximum difference from all of the pairs. 

 

Filter by Position 

Filter by position allows you to pull out the set of probes in a particular genomic region.  You must specify a 

chromosome and optionally a start and end position.  When you open this filter it will show you the region you 

are currently viewing in the chromosome view, so if you want a quick way to capture the probes in the current 

view then you can do this with the position filter. 

 

Filter by Probe Length 

This is a simple filter which allows you to select a size range for the probes you want to keep. 

 

Filter by Feature 

The feature filter allows you to specify probes according to their relationship to certain feature types.  Previously 

we have seen that we can generate probes around features, but this filter allows us to filter probes generated 

by any method according to their proximity to certain features. 

 

You can select any loaded feature class as the basis for the filter and there are a range of options to specify 

how close to this feature type and in what direction your probe needs to be to pass the filter. 
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Combining Probe Lists 

There are a small set of filters which can be used to let you combine existing probe lists together.  The different 

tools are good for different types of combination. 

 

The Logically Combine Two Lists filter lets you do a binary logical combination of exactly two lists.  The 

relationship between them can be AND, OR or BUTNOT. 

 

The Intersect Lists filter lets you select as many lists as you like, and for each one you can specify whether the 

passing probes should be present or absent in that list (or whether it should be ignored).  Using this you can 

build up complex logic across multiple lists. 

 

Where you need more flexibility you can use the Collate Multiple Lists filter.  This lets you select several lists 

and then say in how many of them a probe must be present in order to select it.  

 

Statistical Filters 

There are a large number of statistical filters which are suitable for different kinds of data and experiment types.  

We will cover these in a later section.  In general though they operate in the same way as any other filter, taking 

in a starting list of probes and producing a subset of that list. 

 

 

Filter Comments 
To make a better record of your thought processes when running an analysis in SeqMonk you can add your 

own notes to probe lists so that you can remember why you applied the filter in the way you did.  Each filter will 

record the settings used when it was run, but you can add your own comments to say why those settings were 

used. 

 

 
 

To edit the comments for any probe set simply right-click on the set in the data view and select “Edit Comments”.  

You can view the automated and manual comments for a list by double-clicking on it (or right clicking and 

selecting “View List”), and these comments will also show up in the Probe List Description report. 

 

Filter Annotations 
As well as sub-setting a list of probes, a filter can also provide quantitative annotations to the resulting probe 

list.  Depending on the nature of the type of filtering being performed a filter may choose not to provide any 

additional annotation (a genome position filter for example doesn’t have anything useful to add), or it might add 

several values (a statistical filter will often add a p-value, false discovery rate and a difference value).  These 

annotation can be seen by double clicking on any list, and will show up later when you create reports. 
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Exporting Data 
There are a number of different ways to get information out of SeqMonk. 

 

Exporting Graphics 
If you have a chromosome or genome view which you'd like to export to a file, then you can do this at any point 

by selecting File > Export Current View.  If you generate a plot, tree or histogram then all of these will include 

an option to save themselves as a file.  Any plot which also performs quantitation or summarisation of the data 

will also include an option to save the data it calculated. 

 

All graphics can be saved in one of two different formats, and the format you choose will depend on what you 

want to do with the figure. 

 

 PNG Files are bitmap files.  They are the equivalent of taking a screenshot, and the image you get will be 

exactly the same as you see on the screen.  PNG files can be quickly inserted into most applications which 

handle images, but cannot easily be edited.  They are generally not of sufficient resolution to use for 

publication. 

 

 SVG Files are a vector image format.  This means that you can easily edit them to show exactly what you 

want.  You can also then create very high resolution images for publication.  SVG files are not as widely 

supported as PNG so you may not be able to insert them directly into documents, but you can use programs 

such as Inkscape or Adobe Illustrator to edit them and make high quality png files from them. 
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Creating Reports 
If you have created a probe list for your regions of interest, you can just double click on it to view it, and then 

save that table to a file.  However, this will only contain the probe names and positions.  It may be more useful 

to compile this list into a report which includes not only the probe details but can also associate these with 

nearby features and can include the quantitated data for one or more data sets. 

 

There are several types of report in SeqMonk, some based around probe lists and others providing more general 

information.  Using these reports is generally the easiest way to export your analysed data from the program. 

 

Annotated Probe Report 

The annotated probe report can be created by selecting the probe list of interest and then going to Reports > 

Create Annotated Probe Report. 

 

 
 

You can choose how you want to annotate each probe by selecting the type of feature you want to annotate 

with and then saying where the probe needs to be relative to the feature in order to become annotated.  If more 

than one feature matches, then all of them will be included in the report. 

 

You can choose whether to include probes which were not able to be annotated, and you can also choose 

whether you want to add the quantitated data for all of the currently visible data sets alongside the probe 

information. 

 

When you create the report you will see something like this: 
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If you want to see where any of these probes are you can simply double click on any line to jump to that point 

in the chromosome view.  You can also press the save button at the bottom to export this information into a tab-

delimited text file which you can open in a spreadsheet. 

 

Probe Group Report 

The probe group report is very similar to the annotated probe report except that you also get to specify a distance 

below which adjacent probes are considered to be part of the same feature and will be combined in the output.  

This gives a cleaner output where each of your regions of interest may contain multiple probes.  The quantitation 

values are averaged over the set of probes which are grouped together and the mean and standard deviation 

of this set is shown in the final report. 

 

As with the annotated probe report you can double click on any line of the probe group report to jump to that 

region in the chromosome view. 

 

 
 

Both of the report formats give you the option to save the report to a file.  The reports save as a tab-delimited 

text file.  You should be able to open this directly in any spreadsheet application to allow you to do further 

filtering, plotting or annotation of your results. 

 

Feature Report 

The feature report is similar to the probe group report in that it allows you to collapse together the values from 

several probes.  The difference is that instead of doing this based on proximity the individual probes are joined 

based on their overlap with members of a particular class of features.  Each line in the report therefore represents 

one feature and all of the probes which overlap with it. 

 

When assigning probes to features you can choose to include all overlapping probes, or only probes which 

overlap exactly with either the whole features, or one of its subcomponents (exons).  This type of report is very 

useful when used in combination with the feature probe generator where you can design probes over every 

exon and then use this report to re-assemble the exons back to give an overall value for each transcript. 

 

DataStore Summary Report 

The DataStore summary report is a way of quickly collecting some simple statistics for all of the data stores you 

are currently looking at.  In a tabular form it lists: 

 

 The total / forward / reverse / unknown read count 

 The mean read length 

 The total read length 
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 The fold genome coverage (the total read length divided by the genome size) 

 The total of all quantitated values 

 The median quantitated value 

 The mean quantitated value 

 The number of valid quantitations.  Some quantitation methods can generate null values where there isn’t 

enough data to make an accurate quantitation.  This value says how many probes were successfully 

quantitated. 

 

Probe List Description Report 

The probe list description report is a way to record exactly what you did to create a final list of candidate probes 

so that you can reproduce this analysis in future.  It is an HTML report which collects the details of the probe 

generation, quantitation and filtering steps you undertook and combines this with details of the datasets you 

loaded so that you can get a complete picture of what you did. 
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Advanced Quantitation 

Quantitation Pipelines 
The traditional way to quantitate data in SeqMonk is to use a two-step process where the first step involves the 

creation of a set of probes over regions which will later be quantitated, and the second step assigns a value to 

each probe for each dataset based on the data. 

 

In some cases, there are types of quantitation which can’t be performed in this type of 2-step process, and there 

are also some common quantitations for which it would be convenient to have a simpler way to perform them.  

These use cases are what Quantitation Pipelines were designed for.  They are automated quantitation 

processes which can perform probe generation, quantitation and potentially even filtering or other analyses in a 

single step.  Quantitation pipelines can be accessed under Data > Quantitation Pipelines. 

 

Some examples of the most commonly used pipelines would be: 

 

RNA-Seq quantitation pipeline 

The RNA-Seq pipeline uses a type of quantitation which can only be performed within a pipeline since it requires 

that quantitation and probe generation are performed simultaneously.  The basic premise of the pipeline is that 

it is a read count quantitation over a set of features, but for multi-exon features it only counts the reads which 

sit over the exons of the feature and ignores those in the introns. 

 

 
 

The options you have within the pipeline allow you to choose which class of features you’re going to use to 

quantitate your data.  You can also choose the type of strand specificity in the libraries you’re quantitating so 

you can only count the relevant reads. 

 

The default quantitation from this pipeline is log2 RPM (reads per feature per million reads of library), but you 

can alter this.  If you’re going to use the quantitation in an external analysis tool such as DESeq or EdgeR then 

you will need uncorrected raw read counts, so there is an option to generate these.  If you want to compare the 

expression levels of different genes within the same sample then you can also correct by read length to get log2 

RPKM values, but this is not recommended when comparing expression values between samples. 

 

By default, the RNA-Seq pipeline merges together the exons of different transcript isoforms for the same gene 

to give you a single per-gene expression value.  You can choose to get output for each transcript isoform by 

unticking the ‘merge transcript isoforms’ box, but SeqMonk does not try to do a likelihood based assignment of 

reads to a single isoform, so reads which map against more than one isoform will be counted more than once 
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in this mode.  It also has an option to estimate and subtract signal from DNA contamination if that is a problem 

in your libraries. 

 

Wiggle plot pipeline 

The wiggle plot pipeline is a convenience method, and everything in this pipeline could be performed in the 

normal quantitation options.  This simply generates a set of running window probes and quantitates them with 

a corrected read count.  This is an easy way to generate an initial unbiased quantitation of your data to look 

quantitatively at your read counts over a region of interest. 

 

You can choose which region you want to analyse (just what you’re looking at now, the current chromosome or 

the whole genome) and the pipeline will try to select a suitable window size for your probes. 

 

Bisulphite methylation over feature 

When analysing bisulphite data what is imported into SeqMonk are not the read positions, but the individual 

methylation calls.  In a BS-Seq dataset each ‘read’ is only 1 base long and the strand of the read indicates the 

methylation state (forward = methylated, reverse = unmethylated).  

 

You can calculate a percentage methylation value for a region of the genome using a standard difference 

quantitation by simply counting the total number of methylated and unmethylated calls within that region, 

however this has a number of problems.  You could have very few calls which could result in a very unreliable 

overall methylation value.  You could also have very biased coverage such that the majority of your reads come 

from one or two positions within the region which again might not produce a good overall average. 

 

 
 

The bisulphite methylation pipeline provides a way to account for some of these problems.  It provides a way to 

filter each call position by the degree of coverage and then produces an overall methylation value which weights 

each valid call position equally. 

 

Quantitation Normalisation 
SeqMonk provides a series of tools to quantitate your raw data.  These include some normalisation options 

allowing you to correct for factors such as the total number of reads in your dataset and the length of the probe 

you’re quantitating.  Although this initial quantitation can provide useful data, in many cases it is susceptible to 

other sources of bias which might cause systematic differences between your datasets, and which might lead 

you to make incorrect conclusions about the differences between your data. 

 

Common sources of bias might be: 

 

 Having greatly different numbers of reads between samples, meaning that low values may be measured 

with very different accuracies between data sets. 
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 Having different levels of PCR duplication between samples 

 

 Having different read lengths 

 

 Having different total amounts of signal between samples (e.g. RNA-Seq samples where there is more 

transcription in one sample than another. 

 

 Having different degrees of mis-mapping contaminating sequences into different samples 

 

Before you trust your quantitation you should therefore take some time to look at the set of quantitated values 

you have produced and compare these between your datasets.  If there are systematic differences between 

your samples then you either need to think of why this might make sense biologically, or if you decide the 

differences are technical you can try to normalise the data so that their influence is removed.  

 

Plotting Quantitation Distributions 

In order to assess whether there are issues with a set of quantitation which might necessitate performing 

additional normalisation there are a number of plots you could use.  We saw some of these earlier where we 

used the probe value histogram or the Bean plot to look at distributions: 

 

 

 

 

These plots can be useful in the assessment of distributions, but the easiest plot to compare distributions for 

normalisation is the Cumulative Distribution Plot. This plot simply shows you the path your quantitated data 

takes to get from the lowest value in your set to the highest.  The x-axis is the percentile through the data, and 

the y-axis shows the current quantitation value for that percentile.  Each line is a different data set. 

 

Different datasets which show the same distribution of values (even if individual measures show large changes) 

should have virtually identical paths on this plot, and the aim of normalising data is to make the paths as similar 

as possible, or if they are too different to decide whether this reflects something of biological interest. 
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To spot more subtle differences in quantitation between datasets (particularly in ChIP-Seq data) you can also 

use a related plot called a QQ plot.  This is another line graph type plot, but with different axes to the cumulative 

distribution plot. 

 

In the QQ plot, for each data store the sum of the quantitations for all probes is calculated.  The probes are then 

ordered from lowest to highest quantitation.  The probes are then plotted sequentially with their percentile 

position (on the x axis) plotted againt the percentile quantitation of the summed quantitation seen to that point, 

plotted on the y axis.  Data which is completely uniformly distributed will sit on a diagonal, and any enrichment 

bias will cause a curve below the centre line. 

 

 
 

Applying additional normalisation 
If these plots show that there is a global difference in the distributions of different samples then you may want 

to apply some additional normalisation or correction.  There are a number of methods to do this available under 

Data > Quantitate existing probes.  The methods shown in red are the ways of modifying the existing 

quantitations. 

 

Match distribution quantitation 

The simplest, and crudest, method of post-quantitation normalisation is to force all of the datasets to follow 

exactly the same distribution.  Ideally you should use a more targeted method of normalisation after 

understanding the exact reason for the differences you observe, but in many cases it can be quicker and easier 

to just force a common distribution. 
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The match distribution normalisation works by generating an averaged distribution from all samples and then 

moving the quantitation of each probe in each sample to the closest position on the averaged distribution.  The 

way the normalisation works, we guarantee that probes in a single dataset which started off with the same value 

will end up with the same value, and that the order of the quantitations in a data set will never change, but 

beyond that the normalisation can be completely non-linear. 

 

 
 

Distributions following this normalisation will always look really nice, but that’s because you forced them too so 

don’t get too carried away. 

 

Percentile normalisation quantitation 

A commonly observed pattern is that your distributions follow a similar path, but on a somewhat different scale.  

Thus the original quantitation would suggest that there is a consistent difference between your samples, and 

scatterplots would show an off-diagonal consistent relationship between the samples.  This kind of discrepancy 

is usually the result of a failure of standard global normalisation, normally due to the presence or absence of a 

small number of very high coverage outliers (rRNA or Mitochondrial sequences are the most common ones, but 

there are others).  Since the differences observed do not in most cases represent an actual biological change 

then it is reasonable to aim to normalise away this difference. 

 

The simplest tool to achieve this type of normalisation is the Percentile Normalisation Quantitation.  This 

quantitation method allows you to set a reference percentile in your data and the existing quantitations will have 

a correction factor applied to them such that their values at your chosen percentile will match exactly.  Normally 

it makes sense to set the reference percentile to somewhere around 75% since this will be in the well measured 

portion of your data, but before any big changes which might occur at the extreme end of the distribution. 
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You can also choose what kind of correction will be applied.  The default is an additive correction where a 

constant value is added to each point to get the distributions to match.  The downside to this method is that the 

same correction will be applied everywhere, and will end up with different values being set for the empty probes 

in your different data sets.  A more appropriate correction in these cases is to use a multiplying factor to correct 

your data.  This will ‘stretch’ your distribution to match at the specified percentile and may more closely match 

the overall distributions, especially at the low end. 

 

 
 

Since the same correction is applied to all points on your distribution this is a fairly safe and uncontentious 

correction to apply, but in some cases this correction alone will not be enough to completely match the 

distributions of your samples. 
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Enrichment normalisation quantitation 

The enrichment normalisation quantitation is an extension of the percentile normalisation quantitation.  It is used 

in cases where there is a non-linear difference between the values in different data stores.  This most often 

happens when you get ChIP data with different enrichment efficiencies.  In the enrichment normalisation instead 

of picking a single percentile to normalise to, you pick two.  The data is translated (added) so that the lower 

values all match, and then multiplied to make the higher values match. 

 

Relative quantitation 

In some cases, you might want to normalise your samples against each other - quantitating sample A as the 

difference between sample A and sample B for example.  There is a quantitation module which lets you apply 

this type of more complex normalisation called the relative quantitation module. 

 

 

 
 

This module allows you to pair up your samples and then choose what operation to apply between each sample 

and its selected reference.  To match a sample and reference you select the reference from the reference list 

and then check the boxes next to the samples to which you want to apply this reference.  Pressing the “Apply 

to selected” button will then assign that reference to those samples.  Once you’ve paired up all of the samples 

you want to correct you can choose how you want to normalise (subtract reference, divide by reference etc.) 

from the drop down box at the bottom. 

 

A lot of people are keen to use this type of quantitation for enrichment type experiments such as ChIP-Seq and 

would use it to normalise against an input sample.  Whilst this is a common procedure, you should be somewhat 

cautious about applying it.  When you normalise against a reference the final accuracy of your normalised value 

is dependent on the accuracy of both the enriched and the reference samples.  In a ChIP experiment the 

enriched sample is generally measured very well since the reads will cluster in the measured regions, but the 

input sample is often poorly measured since the reads are evenly spread over the whole genome.  This means 

that the normalised values are more likely to be influenced by technical variation in the input measures and that 

normalising may make your data worse.  As an alternative you could consider using the input samples as a filter, 

to remove places where the input shows significant enrichment, and which are therefore also likely to give 

inaccurate measures in the enriched sample. 

 

Manual correction quantitation 

For some specialised applications it may be that the information you need to correctly normalise your data isn’t 

present in the mapped sequences themselves.  Most sequencing applications are by their nature relative 

measures, telling you what proportion of reads fall into a particular gene, but not how this relates to an absolute 

measure in your original sample.  To take a simple example, two RNA-Seq datasets taken from samples where 
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the distribution of transcripts was identical, but the absolute level of transcription was different, would look 

exactly the same in the mapped data.  Only by incorporating some external measure could you account for this 

type of difference. 

 

 
 

To allow you to apply these kinds of correction SeqMonk has a manual correction option.  This lets you enter a 

manual correction value for each of your datasets and choose how this is applied to the set of quantitated values 

calculated by SeqMonk.  By using this option, you can incorporate absolute external measures with the relative 

measures the program itself can produce. 

 

 

Working with larger data sets 
In this section we’ll go though some of the functionality in SeqMonk which can make it easier to work with larger 

number of samples. 

 

Data Store Clustering 
When you have large collections of samples one of the earliest analysis to do after quantitation is to cluster your 

samples.  The reason for doing this is to see if the biological groups you expect in your data emerge naturally 

from the results, or if there is any other structure to your data which you’d want to understand before going any 

further with your analysis. 

 

SeqMonk has a few different tools to use for looking at the overall relatedness of data sets. 
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The Data Store Tree 

One of the simplest ways to look at the relatedness of different 

data stores is to do an all-vs-all correlation of the samples.  You 

can actually generate a correlation matrix in SeqMonk from Plots 

> Data Store Similarity > Correlation matrix, but this is difficult to 

interpret.  An easier way to view this data is to plot it out as a tree, 

which you can do with Plots > Data Store Similarity > Data Store 

Tree.  In this view the correlation between samples is translated 

into branch lengths, so that samples which cluster together more 

tightly appear as sub-groups on the tree. 

 

From this tree view you can choose to re-order the tracks in the 

chromosome view to match the clustering in the tree so that data 

stores which are most similar are put next to each other.  You can 

also use the slider at the top to partition the tree into replicate sets 

so that similarly behaving samples can be grouped together 

without any prior knowledge. 

 

The Correlation Matrix 

To get a more detailed view of the data which went into the data store tree you can plot out a matrix of correlation 

values between all pairs of samples.  This will give you the quantitative values which were used by the data 

store tree. 

 
 

The PCA Plot 

Another way of looking at the relatedness of multiple samples is to use a principal components analysis (PCA).  

A limitation of correlation based analyses is that you can only come up with a single overall value of the 

relatedness of two samples, but in some cases different subsets of probes will give different structure to the 

relationship between samples.  A PCA analysis generates a set of principal components, which are simply a set 

of transformations applied to all probes.  Each principal component can be used to separate the samples, and 

different components will explain different amounts of the overall variability so that where multiple factors are 

relevant a PCA plot will help you to dissect these.  The results of a PCA are traditionally displayed on a 2D 

scatterplot. 
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In addition to the scatterplot a second window allows you to look at the set of rotations (transformations) for a 

given principal component.  From here you can select probe with unusually high or low rotations, which are likely 

to be the ones which are most influental in this component. 

 
 

The Tsne Plot 

Tsne plots fulfil a very similar role to PCA plots, but with a few differences.  They use a more advanced machine 

learning algorithm which can often cope better with the complex relationships which exist in larger datasets.  

The separation you see is often therefore more visually pleasing.  In a Tsne plot you only ever get 2 dimensions 

of separation so the option to show the different components is not present.  Also you can’t extract from a Tsne 

plot which probes were the main drivers of a particular separation, so it’s more for visual inspection than more 

rigorous analysis. 
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View options for larger studies 
When a larger number of samples is imported you will find that some of the standard views in the chromosome 

view because cluttered and uninformative.  To work round this there are some features which are specifically 

designed to make working with large sample numbers easier. 

 

Different ways to represent Replicate Sets 

When dealing with replicate sets containing large numbers of samples there are some options for how these 

are shown in the chromosome view.  By default, replicate sets are displayed by showing the merged set of raw 

reads, and the mean values for any quantitation. 

 

 
 

Under View > Data Track Display there are a couple of options to say how to display replicate sets.  The 

“Replicate Set Display” setting allows you to expand a replicate set track into its sub-components.  These will 

show up as individual tracks in both the chromosome view and any displays which take their data from the 
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visible data stores, but it will also allow the set of tracks to be manipulated as a single object in the Data Track 

Display options. 

 

 
 

 

If you choose to show replicate sets as a single track, then you can use the “Replicate set Variability” option to 

put error bars onto the measures shown.  You can choose from StDev, SEM, individual points or high/low values. 

 

 

 

Quantitated data plotting for large sample numbers 

The display preferences has a number of options for how quantitated values are shown in the chromosome 

view.  Most of these rely on using the height up a track as the way to show the quantitated value, but this does 

not scale well for large sample numbers.  In these cases, you can switch to using a colour based scaling, where 

each probe appears simply as a block of colour, but the colour of the block is scaled to the current quantitation.  

This type of display effectively turns the chromosome view into a large heatmap and can effectively show large 

numbers of samples at once. 
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Chromosome view adjustments for large sample numbers 

Once you have a large number of visible data stores in the chromosome view you lose the ability to see any 

detail in the raw data view.  The amount of vertical space per sample is so small you have no ability to assess 

what’s going on. 

 

 
 

 

However, in these circumstances SeqMonk still offers a solution.  If you select a data store from the data view 

window, then if the vertical space offered to that store is too small then it will re-weight the tracks to make this 

store taller at the expense of all of the other tracks so you can still examine the raw data. 
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Statistical Filters 
SeqMonk offers a large number of statistical filters.  These are arranged under the Filtering > Filter by Statistical 

Test menu.  To try to make it easier to select an appropriate test the filters are divide based on the type of 

analysis you’re performing and the number of replicates you have available. 

 

Test Data Type 
Replicates 
Required 

Notes 

Replicate Set Stats Continuous Yes 
Standard t-test or ANOVA. Assumes normalised 
normally distributed data. 

LIMMA Continuous Yes 

Variance stabilised ANOVA - more powerful for 
smaller experiments. Assumes normalised 
normally distributed data. 

Intensity Difference Continuous No 
Statistical magnitude of effect test.  Find 
unusually highly changing values. 

Windowed Replicate Continuous No 
Look for consistently changing, physically 
adjacent probes 

DESeq2 Counts Yes 
Powerful count based comparison. Requires 
raw counts for quantitation. 

EdgeR Counts Yes 
Powerful count based comparison. Requires 
raw counts for quantitation. 

Proportion of 
Library 

Counts No 

Chi-Square test on proportion of reads falling 
into a single probe compared to the library as a 
whole 

Logistic Regression 
(for/rev) 

Proportions Yes 

Replicated stats based on the proportion of 
for/rev reads in a probe. Normally used for 
bisulphite analysis. 

EdgeR (for/rev) Proportions Yes 

Replicated stats based on the proportion of 
for/rev reads in a probe. Normally used for 
bisulphite analysis. 

Logistic Regression 
(splicing) 

Proportions Yes 

Replicated stats based on paired splicing counts 
for common splice donors/acceptors.  Used to 
detect differential splice junction usage 

Chi-Square 
(for/rev) 

Proportions No 
Unreplicated comparison of for/rev ratios in a 
probe. Normally used for bisulphite analysis. 

Chi-Square 
(multiple stores) 

Proportions No 

Comparison of count ratios between paired 
stores.  Normally used for comparing allelically 
separated data. 

Chi-Square 
(front/back) 

Proportions No 

Comparison of count ratios in the front / back 
half of a probe.  Normally used to assess 
termination ratios in RNA-Seq data. 

Binomial 
(for/rev) 

Proportions No 

More complex comparison of for/rev ratios 
which works in the presence of a large global 
shift. Normally used for bisulphite analysis. 

Variance 
Intensity Difference 

Variance Yes 
Statistical test used to find usually high/low 
variance values within a replicate set. 
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Gene Set 
Enrichment 

Subgroup No 

Uses a set of pre-defined lists to find subsets 
with unusual distributions of values.  Uses t-test 
or KS test internally. 

Monte Carlo 
Simulation 

Subgroup No 

Does a random simulation to find whether an 
existing gene list has unusually biased 
quantitated values compared to randomly 
selected genes. 

Box Whisker 
Outlier 

Detection 
No 

A simple test to look for outlier values from 
data which is roughly normally distributed. 

 

 

Running statistical filters 
In general statistical filters operate the same as every other filter.  You select the lists you want to test, run the 

filter and then a sub-probe list is created containing the hits. 

 

All statistical filters will give you the option to return only the probes which were statistically significant (normally 

after multiple testing correction) in the sub-list.  You can however also choose to run the test in such a way that 

all possible p-values are returned.  To do this simply turn off multiple testing correction, and set the p-value 

cutoff to be 1, and all possible results should be returned. 

 

Drawing volcano plots for statistical results 

One nice way to look at the hits which were selected from a statistical test is to use a volcano plot.  This plots 

out the absolute log10 p-value (so larger is more significant) against the difference value for the values being 

tested.  You can draw a volcano plot by selecting any probe lists created by a statistical filter which records both 

p-value and magnitude of difference (most do, but not all of them), and then selecting Plots > Volcano Plot. 

 

 
 

As with the other scatterplots you can mouse over a point to see what it is and double click on it to go to that 

point in the chromosome view. 
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Filtering on probe list annotation 

Another related function which can be useful for statistical filtering is the ability to filter on any of the annotated 

values put onto a probe list.  This would allow you to filter on the reported fold change from a filter as well as the 

p-value for example. 

 

The annotation value filter is another one of the filters listed under Filter by Values. 
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Clustering and Grouping Probes 
When you have used the filters in SeqMonk to generate a subset of probes of interest you can often find that 

interpreting the biology behind the set of hits can still be difficult.  This is especially true where you have several 

experimental conditions where different sub-groups of probes will behave differently across the set of conditions. 

 

To try to make the picture clearer you can use clustering of your probes to find subsets of probes which behave 

similarly.  This can give you several clean signals to interpret instead of one noisy one. 

 

The line graph plot 
Before we get into doing the actual clustering it’s useful to know how the results can be displayed.  SeqMonk 

provides the line graph plot which allows you to look at the changing quantitation of thousands of probes across 

multiple datasets, and which can also show several groups (clusters) at once. 

 

 

 
 

In a clustered set of probes, the shape of the lines over the various data stores should be somewhat similar.  

However, with large numbers of probes you may still find the plots descending into chaos.  There are therefore 

a couple of additional options which can help to clean things up. 

 

Clustering is based on observing similar patterns of change between conditions, however when the same pattern 

of change is observed at different absolute levels of quantitation you end up with a line graph containing multiple 

parallel lines.  With large numbers of probes these parallel lines merge into a block, such that it is hard to discern 

the overall pattern observed in the group.  One way to clean up the view is therefore to perform a per-probe 

normalisation.  For each probe this normalisation subtracts the median value across all data stores from each 

individual point.  In effect it adjusts the y axis for each probe so that it centres on a value of 0. What you are 

then comparing is the variation in the quantitated values between conditions, regardless of the absolute level of 

quantitation.  The plot should therefore be more consistent between the different probes and the overall pattern 

should emerge more clearly.  This per-probe normalisation can be performed in real time in the line graph plot, 

but should you wish to you can also make the same change to your raw data by using the per-probe 

normalisation quantitation method. 
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If the plot is still somewhat confused even after per-probe normalisation then a second additional option to clean 

up the plot is to just show the average value for each dataset, rather than showing each individual point.  In this 

mode a single line is shown, but for each point a set of error bars indicate the standard deviation of the values 

in that data store.  This should provide a good view of the overall pattern across several samples even where 

there is a high level of variability. 
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Hierarchical clustering 
If you have a relatively small number of probes to cluster (fewer than 5000 would be a sensible limit) the best 

place to start looking at clustering is the hierarchical clustering tool.  This is a visual clustering where a set of 

probes is rearranged so that probes with a similar quantitation profile across your set of conditions are placed 

closely together. 

 

 
 

 

As you can see there are obvious groupings of probes within the plot.  If you want to be able to define these 

groups, then you can use the slider on the left to divide the plot into groups which show a level of correlation 

above a threshold you specify.  You can then save these groups as probe lists in your project.  You can zoom 

into the y-axis of the plot by dragging box within the plot area.  When you export lists of probes only groups 

which are currently visible in the plot are exported. 

 

Automated Correlation Clustering 
Another place to start working with clusters if you have a large number of probes is to perform an automated 

correlation clustering.  Automated clustering requires at least 3 different data stores to work with and is based 

on grouping together probes whose quantitation patterns across those stores shows a high Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient.  It is implemented as a probe list filter and can be found under Filtering > Filter by Correlation > Filter 

by Correlation Cluster. 

 

When setting up the clustering you should start with a set of probes you already know to be changing between 

your conditions.  Including unchanging probes will start to cluster on the noise in your system and your results 

will be poor and take ages to calculate. 

 

The process for automated clustering is that the first probe analysed starts a cluster.  Every probe after that is 

correlated to the existing clusters.  If it can be placed in an existing cluster, then it is.  If not, then it gets to start 

a new cluster.  Finally, when all probes have been clustered you can apply a filter to remove clusters with very 

low numbers of probes in them. 
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The stringency of clustering is based on the degree of correlation you want to see within each cluster.  Setting 

a high correlation cut-off (e.g. 0.9) will produce lots of small clusters with very similar profiles.  Using a low cut-

off (e.g. 0.7) will produce fewer, larger clusters but with more variability in the profiles contained within an 

individual cluster. 

 

Automated clustering can be a useful step in analysing your data, but the results it produces will depend on the 

order in which probes are passed to it.  The results can therefore be somewhat noisy – you may sometimes see 

two or more clusters produced which have very similar overall profiles.  The clusters produced by this automated 

clustering should therefore not be taken as a final answer but will give you an idea of the breakdown of your 

probes, and once you know this you can use the manual clustering options to get a cleaner set of results for the 

interesting clusters you find. 

 

Manual clustering 
Rather than performing an unbiased automated clustering, the other option you have is to do a manual 

clustering.  In a manual clustering you define a starting set of profiles you want to find.  Every probe is then 

correlated against this set of profiles – any probe which fails to correlate to any of the profiles is rejected and 

those that do correlate are placed in a group with the profile to which they correlated most tightly. 

 

Unlike automated clustering which can give noisy and inconsistent results, the results of manual clustering 

should be cleaner and reproducible, but you will only find the profiles you specified to start with. 

 

 
 

Profiles for manual clustering can be specified in one of two ways.  You can choose to create a profile manually, 

in which case you are presented with a list of your currently visible stores and you can manually drag the control 

points on the profile shown to create the profile you want to see.  This gives you complete control over the shape 

of the profile you want to find.  Alternatively, you can select an existing probe list and the clustering will create 

an averaged profile from the data in this list and then cluster against this profile.  The lists you select can contain 

any number of probes, so you could, for example, make a list containing a single probe if you wanted to find 

other probes which were similar to a probe of interest. 
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Linking SeqMonk to external programs 
Whilst SeqMonk offers a wide range of quantitation, visualisation and analysis tools there will always be cases 

where a specific analysis isn’t available within the program.  In these cases, it is useful to know how to export 

and import information to an external source.  If you do find what you think might be a common additional 

requirement in SeqMonk then do please let us know about it so we can see if we can include it in a future 

release. 

 

Exporting and importing probes and quantitations 
We saw earlier on how you could use reports to export lists of probes with their corresponding quantitations into 

a text file which would be suitable to transfer into another analysis platform.  There are a number of ways you 

can bring results back into SeqMonk. 

 

Importing hits from an external statistical test 

If you have generated quantitations in SeqMonk and you then produce a 

subset of these as hits from an external tool, you can import these back 

into SeqMonk for further investigation.  There are a few ways to do this. 

 

If your probes have unique names (and they often will) then you can just 

take the set of names for the hits and use the “Filter by Probe Names” 

option.  You can paste in the names of the hits and the corresponding 

probes will be put into a new Probe list.  The same strategy works if you 

have a set of gene names as hits and gene based probes, where the 

Probe names will also be the gene names. 

 

If you can’t use the names of the probes then you can import the positions 

of the hits as a new annotation track (File > Import Annotation > Text 

Generic), and then use the Features filter with the “Exactly Matching” 

relationship option to select the corresponding probes. 

 

Relating probes to an external position list 

If you have externally generated a set of interesting positions (results of a peak caller for example), you can 

bring these into SeqMonk as an annotation track (File > Import Annotation).  If you want to relate these to an 

existing set of probes you can use the Features filter to find probes which are close to or overlapping with these 

external positions without requiring an exact match.  If you want to define probes around these positions, then 

you can use the Feature Probe Generator to do this. 

 

Relating probes to an external feature list 

If you have a set of feature names (gene names for example), but you don’t have the positions, or if you have 

the names of multi-locus positions (mRNA for example), then you can bring these into SeqMonk by sub setting 

an existing feature track.  To do this you can use Edit > Find Named Features and then paste in your feature 

list, selecting the appropriate SeqMonk feature track to filter against.  Once you have the list of hits you can use 

buttons at the bottom of the dialog to turn the hits into a new annotation track which you can then use with 

Feature filters or Feature probe generators. 
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Transferring locations between programs 
One of the big advantages of high throughput data generation projects such as ENCODE and 1000 genomes is 

that there are now very large data repositories we can use to see what other information is available for a region 

of interest in our data.  These data sets are commonly exposed in online genome browsers such as Ensembl 

and UCSC browser. 

 

It can be really useful to view a region of interest in one of these browsers with some of these additional tracks 

turned on but this requires shifting between SeqMonk and the browser environment. 

 

Putting quantitated data into another genome browser 

One way to achieve this link is to export the current quantitation from SeqMonk and upload it to the other genome 

browser.  The mechanism to do this is to create a bedGraph file from the current quantitation.  To do this you 

use File > Export Current View > BEDGraph.  You will be asked for a file prefix, and then a separate BEDGraph 

file will be generated for each currently visible data store.  Alongside the BEDGraph files you will also get a 

chromosome sizes file so that if you want you can run the UCSC bedGraphToBigWig program to generate 

bigWig files.  BEDGraph files can be uploaded to many genome browser systems, and bigWig files can be 

placed on a web server and then linked to the external source by URL. 

 

Quickly matching positions between SeqMonk and a Genome Browser 

The other way to link these two environments is to quickly match the positions of the two systems you’re working 

with.  To do this SeqMonk provides a quick way to both export and import positions in a standard chr:start-

end format used by most of these systems. 

 

To export the current position from SeqMonk just press Ctrl+C (or Edit > Copy Current Position).  This will copy 

the location string of the currently visible genomic position onto the clipboard.  You can then paste this into the 

location box on the genome browser to get to the equivalent position. 

 

To go the other way simply copy the location string in the genome browser and then press Ctrl+G in SeqMonk 

(or Edit > Goto Position) and paste the string into the location box and press return. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


